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To our family and yours
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The Serenity Prayer
God grant me the serenity
to accept the things I cannot change;
courage to change the things I can;
and wisdom to know the diﬀerence.
—Reinhold Niebuhr
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Introduction
Zoeann Murphy
When I asked my father how the war
aﬀected him, he always said, “Vietnam
lives in my soul.” As if by osmosis
Vietnam became a mysterious part
of my life. Growing up, I came to find
that the word Vietnam had a heavy
and serious connotation that was
hard to understand. Mention of the
place evoked a certain indescribable
sentiment at home, in the classroom,
and among friends. These raw
reactions stirred me to investigate and
explore the topic of Vietnam.
Like generations of warriors
before him, my father came to love
the country, culture, and people
he fought. In 1969 he returned to
America with a mission to strengthen the voices of Vietnam Veterans. He
worked to encourage peace and reconciliation between warring nations,
cultures, and communities. Peace requires deep understanding and
continual dialogue. Through the 1990s, my father traveled back to Vietnam
returning with statues of Buddha, delicious teas, and many stories of the
nation’s development. In 2001 I was invited to join my father on one of these
journeys and discover first-hand the land he found so intriguing. Our plane
arrived in Hanoi mid-afternoon. Almost immediately as we drove away
from the airport the war began to recede. Landscapes, faces, smells, tastes,
and sounds began to shape my sense of this place. A billboard alongside a
highway in Central Vietnam seemed to articulate the sentiment that was
forming in my own soul. It read ‘Vietnam: A Country Not A War’.
Our experiences with Vietnam as both a country and a war frame
our dialogue. We share this dialogue through words and photographs. This
book shows how we communicate. One may be focused on an image while
the other speaks. Photos and words may not directly relate. We listen,
learn, argue, reconcile and understand. We invite you to participate.
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How Vietnam Changed My Life
Vietnam profoundly changed my
life. To understand these changes, I
must remember who I was before. I
came to Vietnam in May 1968, just
after Martin Luther King was killed
and just before Bobby Kennedy,
Chicago, Paris and Mexico City. I
was still recovering from my decision to leave the Paulist seminary
when I arrived at Cam Ranh Bay.
One day I was living in the
woods, in silence, without radio,
television or newspapers, my third
year in preparation to become a
Catholic priest. What seems like the
next day I went from there to basic
training in Georgia, then Baltimore,
to become an intelligence agent and the following week I was in El Paso
studying Vietnamese for eight months on my way to war.
I left the woods of north Jersey on July 5, 1966, exiting through an
invisible shield, knowing only one thing to be true. I was not going to
become a priest. Everything else was up for grabs. What I found outside
the cloister and inside me was at times overwhelming. I was more than
changing my major in college; I was transforming my life, returning to the
world and responsibilities of men my age. I gave up a divinity student’s
exemption from the draft, surrendering a caste privilege some men sought
to protect themselves from war. Many others used marriage, parenting
and critical occupations to create exemptions. I knew there was a war
out there. It just wasn’t in my nature or training to hide out and then I
had almost no time, nor guidance how to get into another college within
two months. I was confused, male, over 18 years of age, physically fit and
responsible to serve my country in the military. I did not challenge that
reality. In fact, I volunteered for military service and began sorting out
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who I was and wanted to be.
I was born with the Atom Bomb on August 6, 1945, Irish-American,
a Democrat and then baptized Catholic. The youngest of six children, I
grew up surrounded by woods on Staten Island, still rural compared to
the rest of New York City. My mother died before my seventh birthday.
My worldview was defined by faith, family, church, public schools, city
politics, McCarthyism and then the Cold War. Still I was an islander. My
immediate world had clear boundaries and I was safe. We went “to the
city” rather than defined ourselves as living in the city.
Jack Kennedy brought the world to me in 1960. I met him at the
Staten Island Ferry and my world changed. I joined his campaign at 15
and welcomed his challenge. “Ask not what your country can do for you,
but what you can do for your country”. I discovered in him an America
founded on hope rather than fear, a country that would lift up rather
than shoot down, where children would not have to hide under desks in
air raid drills; build through a Peace Corps, use its power to end poverty
and segregation. I signed on looking for where I might serve.
Then in my senior year of high school, the Paulist Fathers came to
my island, showed me a way into that broader world and I left with them.
Paulists are a small American order, founded in the mid 19th century
with transcendentalist roots. Paulists “meet contemporary culture on
its own terms” were ecumenical 100 years before the Vatican Council
and accused of modernism at the turn of the 20th century when Rome
consolidated its authoritarian power. The Paulist Fathers represented
the best of my church. When they accepted me I found a new home,
in Baltimore, with men from all over North America. September 1963
was an exciting moment. I had just turned 18, was on my way to serving
God and country; coming into a new world, respected by my family,
church and community.
I knew how lucky I was and how ill prepared I was to succeed in
college. The professors found out quickly. My classmates brought better
high school records, study habits and more self-confidence. It was hard
keeping up and I was ashamed but the Paulists never quit on me. At the
end of my first year the college president sent me a personal letter.
He stated that I was on probation because of my grades, emphasized
that this was in compliance with the schools’ accreditation process, but
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the priests had every confidence in me; that I had the qualities of a good
seminarian and should relax and enjoy my summer. They wanted me back.
Their confidence helped me grow and I continued learning how to learn.
Jack Kennedy brought me to the seminary, as much as anything else,
and then two months later he was killed. More than his myth sustained
me, however. As hard as it was I was committed and happy. I felt useful,
had internal stability, great new friends, small and fascinating classes, faith
and my eyes kept opening to new perspectives. For two years I attended
college with men from all over, worked in The Inner City Program, serving
the poor, visited death row at Maryland State Penitentiary, benefited
from the Vatican Council’s liberalization of my church, was exposed to
Saul Alinsky, community organizing and learned of the French “worker
priest” movement. After WW II, priests worked alongside longshoremen,
ministered as equals, earned their own keep rather than solicit donations
from poor families who needed every coin to survive. Even knowing that
Catholic industrialists got the Pope to end their experiment they inspired
me, as I thought of how I wanted to be a priest. The Vatican Council
portended more opportunities and I was part of a liberal order, one that
included a Jazz Priest.
After two years of study in Baltimore, I moved to Oak Ridge, New
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Jersey for my novitiate.
There were no classes,
radio, television, nor
newspapers, during the
third year; just silence,
physical work, prayer and
meditation. Our goal was
simple, remove all distractions, reflect, discover who you are and if you
want to become a priest.
For the first time I was
not measured by my intellect, my handwriting,
ability to take tests or
impress professors with
how much I knew. There
were no grades or scores.
Liberated from rankings,
I read voraciously, enjoying books for themselves.
I found a depth and
strength within, a level of
knowing that I had failed
to show and confidence I did not need a roman collar in order to be respected. When I was confident of my decision, I left Oak Ridge with a
sense of completion and gratitude. I had been called to the seminary but
not to the priesthood.
I left in July and was in the military by January. I was an immediate
success, selected into army intelligence, I was given a leadership role on
the way to basic training, earned a merit promotion on completion and
assignment to the United States Army Intelligence School. Spy school was
fun. We knew we were special and romanticized the work. Vietnam was
far away, as I remembered what my recruiter, Sgt Broadway, said “only the
most experienced agents were sent there.” Our primary role was to do domestic counterintelligence and background checks for security clearanc-
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es. Graduation was
a few weeks away
and I had orders to
Atlanta, Georgia,
when the war came
up in class. Our instructor oﬀered a
classified lecture
on strategy, discussed where our
troops were and explained the “logic”
of America’s role in
Vietnam. We were
there to support
our ally, stop communism, build democracy and support
economic
development. Then
he threw the ball to
us. “As future Special Agents, what
do you think?”
There was silence in the room. Everyone knew this was a landmine
question, but I had not learned how to lie yet. I responded, “Based on
the goals you have described I would pull out the military and send in
the Peace Corps.” The silence became ominous. I could feel the class
distance itself from my heresy when our instructor asked me to elaborate. I said you can’t build democracy with guns; that the Vietnamese
are going to need democratic institutions, skills, markets and self-determination. Even I began to realize how brazen I was and expected
trouble. Instead, our instructor’s response surprised us all. “I can’t say
I agree with Murphy’s conclusion but his analysis and argument is exactly what an intelligence agent is supposed to do.”
I had no doubt my analysis that day drew attention beyond that
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classroom. I graduated toward the top of my class and my orders for
Atlanta were changed. I was reassigned to El Paso and the Defense
Language Institute (DLI), another elite school, and spent eight months
studying Vietnamese.
Sgt Broadway was wrong. I was going to war. Vietnam had already
become the laboratory where all I knew about myself was challenged and
redefined. The facts seem less significant than my perceptions, moral
issues, questions, what I experienced and learned about myself. I now
knew I was strong and intelligent and became less concerned about who
I had been and deeply interested in who I wanted to be.
Before I discuss the war however, I must first acknowledge the fundamental decision I made in going to Vietnam. While I was somewhat
unconscious when I left the seminary and went into the military, I made
an informed decision to go to Vietnam. By the time I arrived at language
school I knew the war was a mistake. While I was studying Vietnamese
I learned more from my instructors. They were young Vietnamese, whose
families got them out of the war, sending them to train us. They had a
full range of experiences and political opinions, None admitted to being
communist, but many opposed the Saigon government, wished there
was broader perspectives heard in their country and ours. I had eight
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months to prepare for war and read some soldiers were refusing orders
to go. I didn’t know anyone who had refused but sometimes we fantasized about going to Canada. When my orders came I followed them. I
was no longer in a seminary, but when I swore an oath I meant it. Better
to risk my body than my soul.
I left my world at Maguire Air Force Base in New Jersey for a free
ride to San Francisco, before Seattle on my way to Vietnam. I decided
to visit Bob Stemme, my best friend from the intelligence school for a
reality check. Bob grew up in a military family and had a bad attitude
about this war. We met again in-country and became the subject of
intelligence reports a year later when we exposed war crimes.
I arrived in Vietnam in 1968 right after the Tet oﬀensive destroyed
any illusion we were winning the war, the same week the Paris Peace
Talks began. I was shipped up to the 4th Infantry Division HQ in
Pleiku. We had won battles and thought the war itself was winding
down. Captain Blair put it straight the first day. “We put in for one of
you”. How flattering and inspiring was that? Americans are fighting in
Vietnam and they were just now looking for an intelligence agent who
can speak Vietnamese. I thought back to my heresy at the intelligence
school. Better late than never I guess. Then he got really clear. “Your
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job is to keep our men alive. Do not think any of your reports will make
it back to Washington. They are cooking the books in Saigon.” No one
down there or in DC wants to hear the truth. We are on our own
here. Focus on combat information that will keep these guys alive” It
was honest information and came from a good combat tested oﬃcer. I
added it to the great advice one of my best intelligence instructors, Mr.
Doyle, gave me. “Murphy, when you get to Vietnam some lieutenant is
going to take you on a mission, surround a village and tell you to go in
and talk the Viet Cong into surrendering. Don’t do it. They will kill you
and waste all that money we spent training you.” He liked me and let
me in on an open secret, there are smart and stupid oﬃcers, a special
agent is expected to know the diﬀerence and not do their job for them.
That advice came in handy more than once.
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The Experience of War

I came to Vietnam a well-prepared observer and analyst, ready to
learn and communicate, as well as to fight. While most other agents
were college graduates and some lawyers, I had only two years of college.
Public schools grounded my understanding of democratic institutions,
however, seminary taught me what I needed to know about morality
and social justice, intelligence school how to research and analyze and
then the Defense Language Institute how to communicate.
I was assigned to the 4th Infantry Division, at Dragon Mountain,
near Pleiku, in the central highlands. Over the next year I trained and
ran Vietnamese intelligence agents, went on operations and worked with
the CIA in the Phoenix Program, intended to “neutralize” the enemy’s
organizational infrastructure. It turned into a counterproductive
assassination program and a way for corrupt Vietnamese to extract
money and favors from each other.
My experiences go beyond what most know of war. Americans
know combat, from a distance. It overshadows discussion of the full
experience of being in war. The horror numbs us, making further
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conversation about the
experience of war almost
impossible. Until 9/11, it
was hard for us even to
imagine being attacked,
shot at, rockets coming
your way or the nice kid
from our neighborhoods
shooting an automatic
weapon, killing someone,
interrogating
prisoners,
mistreating and hating
the people we are there to
help, losing faith in their
own culture, leaders, their
families and friends back
home. War is more than
killing. Other forces at play
and broader experiences
aﬀect us. The trauma of
war includes discoveries about ourselves, those in our unit, our culture
and country. Plenty has been written about firefights, ambushes, the
bravery, terror and chaos of combat. I speak about broader, deeper
and less discussed issues. These experiences may be unique to the
kind of work I did, but they are the forces and events that shaped me
in Vietnam, refocused my understanding of myself, my country and
guided what I did when I came home. I trust mine is but one of many
stories about surviving wars and natural disasters, returning from
the peace corps; growing up amid the stress of cities, the segregated
south or escaping to America from another country. We are aﬀected
by these unusual experiences and hopefully my story will help readers
learn more from their own.
I once heard a veteran say, “When I went to Vietnam, America was
the land of the free and home of the brave. When I returned, America
was just the place where I lived.” Others came back proud of themselves;
believed in the mission, were glad they were tested and survived, took
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pride in how their unit stood together and returned to civilian life with
relative ease.
I came home with a passionate commitment to end this war; an
intelligence agent’s sense of responsibility to analyze and explain what
he saw. That passion continues to this day. This country invested a lot of
money in training me to experience, analyze and communicate. I brought
back to America an understanding and perspective of Vietnam, the war,
American involvement, the risks and consequences of what we were
doing that I still feel compelled to share. Like many others I learned in
Vietnam that we would eventually lose. My focus then became finding
ways to survive, to stop the killing as quickly as possible, and look for
ways to rebuild both our countries and their reputations.
On June 6, 1968, I was “in-country” less than one month when
Bobby Kennedy was killed and I wrote home, “Vietnam is one of our
mistakes, and our generation will unfortunately be linked with this
mistake unless we use the means available to rectify this situation. In
our country there are many ways to make ourselves heard. I hope that
the legitimate means aﬀorded us through the democratic process will
be used. If the swifter and more dramatic means of violence are used,
then history will have that much reason to condemn us.”
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Veterans face an ongoing challenge, trying to discover and then
communicate eﬀectively what happened in Vietnam, how it changed
us, our understanding of who we are, our attitude toward our country
and who we can become. Some men returned from war and let it go. I
can not. Vietnam deeply aﬀected me, became the lens through which
I see; the platform where I stand, an Archimedes point, a place from
which I communicate. Referring to a lever, Archimedes wrote “give me a
place to stand and I will move the earth”. Perhaps it is the veteran’s caste
privilege in our society, but Vietnam gave me a lever, some authority to
speak and be heard. I accepted and use that privilege.
I am an optimist. There are important issues, concerns and responsibilities framed by my war, which can help us recommit to the best in
America. But first we must acknowledge what is true. Vietnam was a
mistake, a betrayal of American principles, an immoral failure of public policy made by elected leaders; blinded by arrogance, unwilling to
learn what they did not want to know and willing to kill others to sustain their perspective and power. It was more than a leadership failure
though. Americans supported this war from the White House down
to the neighborhood grocery store, churches and schools. We must all
take responsibility, not just oﬀer blame. We should remember Clasue-
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witz’s 1833 statement in On War. “War is not just a political act, but also
a political instrument, a continuation of political relations, a carrying
out of the same by other means.” In reverse, politics and diplomacy is a
continuation of war. Our collective failure to face the truth as our fighting ended; isolating the Vietnamese for decades and continuing the war
through starvation, remaining landmines, unexploded ordinance and
economic weapons shamed us.
Yet I believe in redemption. We could still have a Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, like that led by Archbishop Desmond Tutu
in South Africa. Instead we fail to learn the lessons of Vietnam and this
brought us into future wars, wasted our natural and national resources,
burdened our children and future generations with insurmountable debt.
As I discuss the forces and events that shaped me in Vietnam I hope
to oﬀer some truth and reconciliation, expand our understanding of
the Vietnam War, invite others to discuss what they remember, heal
whatever wounds still exist and inspire all of us to help decrease the use
of war as an instrument of public policy.
Most of us believe we understand what men experience in war. We
have movies, literature and personal tales. My story may not be as graphic
as those told by grunts, but it represents a common experience.
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I Walked Alone
Most days I traveled alone in
civilian clothes with nothing more
than a snub-nosed 38 and powerful
intuition. I was an obvious target in
a mountain area where everyone
knew each other.
I collected information; left
the American and Vietnamese
criminals alone and they did not
bother me. The Viet Cong worked
at night and by then I was usually
back on base camp. I made sure we
had no personal grudges between
us. I left their women alone,
respected families, and showed
less arrogance than most other
Americans they met. My biggest
fear was not knowing what might
happen. I felt safer alone than in a crowd, with inexperienced oﬃcers
or enlisted men who thought the Vietnamese were objects or their toys.
Real danger came in the form of sappers and rockets shot into the basecamp. There was nothing one could do but wait in fear and hope that
their random firing landed somewhere else.
Coming into to the war zone, most of us focus on what might happen
in Vietnam, our DEROS (Date Eligible to Return form Overseas), shorttimers counting each day until we could go home and making jokes
about who is shorter. “I am so short I have to stand on a stool to take
a piss”. “Yeah, well I’m so short I don’t have time for this conversation.”
These jokes covered the fear that we would get shot in our last month,
then week and finally the day we were going home. What is often missed
is our anxiety about going to war. I felt cheated that I had to spend eight
months in language school before I could even start counting toward
my DEROS. My war started when I got my orders and came home to
an empty house. My family was traveling believing I was on my way to
Atlanta not Vietnam.
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Everyone knows our war was in Asia, but the eﬀect of that is less
understood. For eight months I studied Vietnamese in El Paso, Texas,
studied in what might as well be a foreign country for this young New
Yorker. My reference points were gone. In Mid-August of 1967 I landed in the desert sun, came out into 118 degree heat and found myself
captured between mountains to the north and the Mexican border. I
learned from the Vietnamese. They taught us about their food, customs
and religions. But we still ate American, read our newspapers and discussed current events from a western perspective. Landing in Vietnam
brought reality home. After eight months of Vietnamese and thousands
of miles over water our plane descended to the US base at Cam Ranh
Bay. We were in Vietnam, but safely surrounded by Americans in an air
conditioned war. A few days later I moved up country and the game began. My assignment to the 1st Air Cavalry and helicopters was changed.
I would remain on the ground with the 4th Infantry Division.
From the back of a cargo plane I entered the war, wondering whether
we would be hit by rockets as we flew up country, by mortars as we
landed at An Khe and finally Pleiku, or by an ambush as a bus took me
“home” to the bottom of Dragon Mountain. I don’t even believe we had
weapons yet. Here I was at a mountain base camp, knowing no one.
Fortunately it did not take long. A few weeks after settling into my unit,
there I was driving a jeep through the base camp when I heard a familiar
voice call out “Murph!” I backed up, almost into a 5 ton truck and got
out. Running toward me were Bill and Augie, two guys I grew up with on
Staten Island. They were stunned to see me. Last they knew I was in the
seminary, deferred from the Tet Oﬀensive. I took them to my unit, got
drunk at theirs and smoked my first joint. These guys could not believe
it. Here I was, wearing no rank, but dressed like an oﬃcer and a military
cop, getting wasted with guys from the old neighborhood. Special
Agents wore a US on each collar the same as criminal investigators.
With that and badges and credentials came investigative privileges few
others had. My guys were going home, but they gave oﬀ enough Staten
Island to keep me moving. Their survival made me feel safer.
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Iraq and Vietnam
One year at war in Vietnam
shaped the rest of my life. My
first classes, once I returned to
Staten Island and college were
focused on trying to understand
what I saw and did. I explored the
history of war; who America is
and how my generation can shape
public policy. My work since has
focused on these themes, toward
the goal of strengthening our
country while avoiding war. I
completed a degree in American
Studies, did graduate work in the
history of revolution, war and
social change and then a masters
in public administration. I wanted
to understand our transforming
world, in order to be part of the movement for positive change.
Vietnam gives me a clear perspective on Bush’s war on Iraq. This
war was supported by well intentioned citizens, who support our troops
and want their leaders to be right. Yet it is another American mistake,
based on lies and bad information promulgated by leaders who ignore
history, do not respect other cultures and could have known better, if
they wanted to.
On 9/11 terrorists based in Afghanistan killed thousands in New
York, Pennsylvania and Washington, DC. America struck back against
Al Qaida then shifted focus to Sadaam Hussein. Why? Because it was
easier. Instead of pursuing terrorists, President Bush made us less safe
at home and abroad. He exploited our pain to promote a right wing
agenda, spied on Americans, created more terrorists, caused needless
deaths and wasted billions of dollars. Our children and grandchildren
will pay for this war.
My first reaction to the second Iraq war was personal. I felt failure,
sadness, guilt, and rage. How much can any individual help America
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stop these wars? Our lessons are learned too late. Five years after 9/11
Americans are learning the invasion of Iraq is a big mistake. It can only
destabilize the Middle East, strengthen Iran, reinforce fears that westerners
want to take over Islamic lands and make the world more dangerous.
I am shocked and outraged. My president let Osama Bin Laden get
away. Then he desecrated the graves at the World Trade Center, at the
Pentagon, and in Pennsylvania. He lied to the American people about
weapons of mass destruction, attacked Iraq instead of pursing the
terrorists, resumed spying on Americans, then politicized Veterans Day
to defend a failed policy.
I see parallels to Vietnam. WW II had just been completed. The
United States emerged as the strongest nation. The Soviet Union
controlled Eastern Europe. France was defeated at Dien Bien Phu
and lost her colony. China became a Communist country and nuclear
war was a possibility. Ideological and actual battles took place at the
surrogate level. Indochina became a battle arena. American leaders
viewed their world in Cold War terms and then dove into quicksand.
Most Americans did not know better. Today, our leaders choose not to
know better. They pursued war in Iraq rather than chase down Osama
Bin Laden and the men who attacked us. They betrayed the victims of
9/11, created more enemies and made our world more dangerous.
Our leaders say they had bad intelligence. Intelligence is not just
gathering facts. It is the equal responsibility of the president, intelligence
agencies and Congress to collect, analyze and interpret appropriate
information. President Bush selected the information he wanted for
war and Congress supported him. Together, they “cooked the books”
and betrayed their oaths to defend America.
They knew about Osama Bin Laden. He’s a Saudi national, based in
Afghanistan, not Iraq, supported by Saudi oil money. This reminds me of
a drunken man looking for his house keys beneath a corner streetlight. He
had dropped his house keys while trying to unlock his door. A cop asked
why he isn’t looking near his home. The drunk responds “This is where the
light is”. Iraq was a target of convenience. Osama Bin Laden had the keys
and George Bush went to the streetlight, of state sponsored terror.
America had not learned a significant lesson from the Vietnam
War, one Tip O’Neil defined “All politics is local”. Vietnam had limited
interest in the Cold War, except as it could help their country be free of
colonial control. Vietnam and China are natural opponents. In 1945 Ho
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Chi Minh looked to America and his OSS friend Archimedes Patti for
help in writing Vietnam’s Declaration of Independence. Then America
supported France’s eﬀorts to resume their colonial role, picked up their
battle after Dien Bien Phu and paid a high price years later. We missed
many opportunities in Vietnam and are now intensifying our errors
in a similar way in the Middle East. The US paid little attention when
Iraq was created by our Allies after WW I. As we failed to understand
the Vietnamese people, their history, culture and religion, we fail to
appreciate Iraq is an artificial country. It is three culturally diverse
former provinces of the Ottoman Empire. Britain put them into one
country for their own convenience. As we saw Vietnam through Cold
War eyes, George Bush saw Iraq through the eyes of oil, weapons of mass
destruction and state sponsored terrorism, while Al Qaida operated as
an international corporation.
Vietnam taught me to think of combatants as much as politics. In
this war we see National Guard and Reserves fighting instead of draftees. Their form of military service did not usually include long term
assignments overseas. In the 1990s that changed. Without a draft, they
became a more integral part of our combat forces. Men and women
still joined to serve locally and for benefits, while few expected to see
combat. 9/11 changed that. No longer weekend warriors, the guard and
reserves were extracted from their community, given limited training
and sent into combat. Their families, community and nation supported
them as always, even when we hate the war they fought. We need to
understand the complexity of their experience, their conflicted feelings;
how they fight an enemy and at the same time try to help individual
Iraqis. We all have to learn how to support them better without endorsing the war; to continue that support once they come home needing
jobs and rehabilitation, health-care and support services.
I also think about the Iraqi people. I have met and worked with
North Vietnamese and Viet Cong soldiers. In many ways we were the
same, men and women who fought for our countries. The diﬀerence is
that we got to go home to safe communities. Our neighborhoods were
not destroyed, while our land mines were left in theirs continuing to
kill farmers and children playing in the fields. Their war did not end
because we went home. America just stopped paying attention.
Today’s soldiers will come home and Iraqis will rebuild. They will
need our long-term assistance. That is when the character of Ameri-
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ca will be tested again. We failed in Vietnam, isolating and letting the
Vietnamese starve for decades as we enforced an embargo. Iraq is our
mistake and how we deal with the results will determine whether these
wars continue into the next generation. I was amazed by the resilience
of the Vietnamese and their willingness to become friends, do business
and trust us today. This war must end too but we can not walk away. We
have responsibilities to those we hurt, for the damage we created; and to
ourselves. America will be safer if we acknowledge and heal the wounds
of war. We all have long memories and grudges can continue from one
generation to the next. George Bush will be out of oﬃce in a few years.
We must plan ways to recover respect in the Middle East. It can not be
done with guns.
Our world will be safer if we help Iraq rebuild. The war was fought
on their land and their society was damaged. They lost more friends and
family; suﬀered wounds and carried memories.
History shows that support for soldiers evaporates when they are
out of danger. We have every reason to suspect the Bush-CheneyRumsfeld team will abandon their men and women again. Only when
these returning combat troops, their families and survivors turn against
this war will we see the larger community withdraw its support. We
know this will happen; no matter how many times our president scolds
us for not trusting him. My prayer is that America does not choose
amnesia again, that veterans get the help they need and we seriously
help rebuild Iraq. Then the concept of restorative justice will become
real. We will not have abandoned our veterans. About Iraq, we broke it
and we will have to fix it.
Vietnam taught me many lessons. Guns can’t make permanent public
policy. When I contrast American aid to Tsunami and then Pakistani
earthquake victims with the amount of money we are spending to kill
Iraqis I wonder if anyone can do a cost-benefit analysis. I am reminded of
my comments in intelligence school that we should pull out the military
and send in the Peace Corps. Economic development and scholarships
create friends and allies. Guns create enemies.
I returned from Vietnam with the joy of survival and a deep sense
that my eyes had been opened to false assumptions and the errors of that
war; that I must communicate this awareness to the American people.
Like many other veterans I was welcomed into the peace movement,
learned from others, used our caste privilege in speaking out and began
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to see our country disengage from Vietnam.
This Iraq war reminds me how dangerous it is to walk away from our
mistakes without analyzing them openly and honestly. Most Americans
chose amnesia after the Vietnam War, glad the nightmare was over. We
isolated Vietnam, continued the war through economic means; never
dealt with the damage we did nor learned lessons from the other side.
Now we are caught in another quagmire, led by men who neither listen
nor learn. Bush and Cheney took power without personal experience of
war and its chaotic consequences. We need more than a truth and reconciliation commission. Our country needs new leadership willing to
tell the truth, to reconcile and to rebuild. First, we must face the fact
that Sadaam Hussein did not attack us. They were wrong to invade Iraq.
We should have pursued those who attacked us and would have greater
support in the Middle East if we had. Now we need to help rebuild Iraq
through Arab and European allies.
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I am the Daughter of a Vietnam Veteran
Zoeann Murphy

What of this experience is mine? My parent’s stories are my legacy.
Part of me is shaped forever by the years my father spent in Vietnam,
and how those years shaped him, and then, all our family. It’s not easy
for me to make sense of this. When I try, I am often dissatisfied with
my conclusions.
Vietnam has always been in my parent’s house like a family member.
Sometimes it was heavy, sometimes remarkable. Its presence was never
easy. There was always a consistent reaction attached to the word itself,
Vietnam. The word would cause my parent’s friends eyes to soften.
Their faces became stiﬀ. With the childhood freedom to stare I began
to notice these fascinating reactions. I would watch eyebrows express
sympathy, shoulders show discomfort, and silences communicate the
willingness to listen.
Next thing I knew my father would be on stage again, telling his story.
The story would grip him and he would become a diﬀerent person. It
was hard to join his conversation. It was not really about dialogue. It
was about our listening. His performance was captivating and I never
really knew what he was going to say. I still don’t know.
The stories are rarely about violence. They are often about racism,
confusion, deceit. In the end I understand him more, and feel some
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connection to his experience of this war.
Vietnam as a country became a part of my life. I grew up with this
strange connection to a land so far from our home in upstate New York.
Vietnam became a familiar place through movies we watched, through
food we ate, and through the many visitors that would pass through our
big old house. This made me incredibly curious about the large world
that existed outside of Saratoga Springs. I wanted to hike up those
mountains that looked so diﬀerent from the Adirondacks. I wanted
to taste real pho and Vietnamese summer rolls. I dreamed of hearing
Buddhist chanting in a Vietnamese temple. Dad was clear about the
suﬀering that came from the war but he was just as clear about the gifts.
He gave those gifts to us.
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Vietnam and Parenting

Vietnam defined so much of my life. I was born at the end of World War
2 and embraced by nuclear arms. Military service seemed natural and
when it was appropriate I volunteered. The father I am, however, comes
mainly from the father I had; my family, the fathers I knew and times I
was raised. My experience of war, marriage to a spiritual woman trained in
psychology and committed to nonviolence and our peace activism brought
Vietnam into the way we raised our children.
I am the youngest of six children. My mother died of cancer before I
turned seven. My father experienced his personal pain; led us through our
loss and worked extra jobs to support us. Like many grieving Irish families,
our strong Catholic faith sustained us while alcohol provided a context for
communication. My mother became a saint I hardly knew or understood
and my father a hero for keeping us together. Pop worked for the highway
department, was a New York City Democrat, an athlete; a professional
golfer on weekends, Staten Island’s hole in one champion (5), gardener and
could repair anything around the house. I never doubted his love but he
was not one to use that word. As the “baby” of the family, I was supported
as best everyone could, but very little was explained in language a young
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boy could understand. I had no idea what cancer was or why God took my
mother away. The little boy within me still does not accept this loss and
never will.
Like many parents I oﬀer what I missed. I focus attention on our
kids, try to guide them and/or or explain things. I say “I love you”
whenever possible.
Pop wasn’t a veteran. The draft board sent him home; too old and too
many children. Mom’s brother Ray, my godfather, was a Marine pilot in
the Pacific. He returned alive, went to college and became a doctor. His
sisters idolized him. My father loved him as a younger brother. These
men became role models. One was a war hero, well educated, with
financial resources and medical caste privileges. My father was working
class; older, with six children. He was intelligent but could not aﬀord
college during the depression. At age 13 I met with both men. Ray agreed
to pay for catholic high school and asked a question, “What do you want
to do after high school?” My answer was quick; “go to Annapolis and
then fly jets” Pop’s response was clear and faster. ”You do not have to
do what Uncle Ray did just because he is paying your tuition.” Without
either as a coach, I drifted through the next four years, and then spent
three in a seminary. Seven years later Vietnam found me and I was no
better trained to fly. I was ready to face issues of war and peace. I want
my kids to have a coach to help them realize their dreams and the ability
to operate in the world.
After Vietnam I concluded it is dangerous to be unprepared; that
we can not control what will come into our lives. The war intensified
my childhood hurt, the surprise at losing my mother, the pain of not
understanding, the inability to make things right.
Many men left their war behind in Vietnam. I brought it home, to
family, community, into my marriage and it became part of my children’s
lives. Zoe’s birth brought me joy and hope. I learned to love in a deeper
way. She reminded me why we work for peace. Five years later Jack’s birth
added distinct joy and new fear. I saw my son 18 years down the road,
facing a draft board, more wars and tough choices. I began to prepare.
If my son was going live into his twenties I had to make plans. I claimed
my Irish citizenship. Vietnam was no longer just a part of history, public
policy, my commitment to justice and reconciliation. It was a part of my
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son’s survival. I might have to leave. My children needed to know what
happened, why I went, became an organizer for VVAW, how their parents
met getting arrested protesting the war, were married at a peace camp and
brought them to demonstrations and provided PTSD services for veterans.
Lin and I wanted our children to live in a safe world and believed that was
only possible if we took responsibility for creating a peaceful environment.
Saratoga Springs provided a secure and in many ways an insulated place to
raise children. We added an international perspective, taught them about
war and peace, poverty and injustice; explained racism, the eﬀect militarism
and global competition have on less developed countries. Vietnam was a
perfect example. It was my war; it changed Lin’s life and transformed our
culture. It was personal and it was political. We watched technology turn
our world into a village; globalization transform American society and
television bring distant wars into our house. We prepared our children to
live in a world beyond our safe “city in the country”.
I was afraid for them. My Vietnam issues came into play. I brought
fear of war and intensity into their lives. Zoe told a friend she ate strategic
planning for breakfast. Each dinner began with what we were grateful
for that day. Then we added current events, justice, politics, history and
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self-responsibility. They learned to debate, we all challenged, listened and
learned together.
Vietnam came again through my work. I brought war stories and
veterans into their lives, organizing Vietnam Veterans of America
(VVA). Lin and I organized one of the earlier PTSD programs. They
saw my stress reactions and my friends. I returned to Vietnam when
Zoe was 11 and Jack was 5 years old. Lin had to explain why their daddy
returned to the war zone. I came home with stories, photos and then
Vietnamese for visits. Vietnam became an integral part of their lives,
more country than war.
Zoe was not satisfied by the way I explained my role in the war; the
details of what I did and day to day life there. As we wrote this book, Zoe
barely knew what I actually did during the war. We’ve had many discussions,
spent a month together there in 2001 and produced a photography exhibit.
Still she had the classic unanswered question, “Daddy, what did you do
during the war?” On a five hour drive from Albany to Buﬀalo, she asked
three times before I finally oﬀered details. I explained my background and
training, the role of an intelligence agent, context in which I worked, the
CIA and Phoenix Program; that I represented the 4th Infantry Division
on the Phoenix coordinating council, how it became an assassination
program, our Vietnamese allies used America’s willingness to kill suspected
opponents to settle old grudges and for extortion; then how I exposed this
when I returned to civilian life and was afraid I would be killed for that. But
I never told her what I personally did. Frustrated, she said this made her feel
dumb, for not getting it right. She asked about my actions, the smells and
details of what I did. “Does this mean you arranged for people to be killed?”
I told her about my agents and the details of some incidents; how the CIA
wanted to use one of my agents then kill him, how my captain backed me
up as we resisted. I told of interrogating a pregnant woman who claimed
my agent threatened to expose her as Viet Cong if she did not have sex
with him; that I threatened her kids if she did not tell the truth and later
discovered that she already had.
I wanted to be seen as one of the “good ones”, to get credit for
not using battery operated radios to send electrical shocks through a
detainee’s body. Few understand what I did or didn’t do. I have been
ashamed of some of it. It might be easier to explain if I had been a grunt.
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We know the courage of combat and can forgive a man fighting to save
his own life when someone else is trying to kill you, even if the war was
wrong. An American soldier traveling alone in a war, without a M16
doesn’t make sense. No movies or medals oﬀer reference points. I’ve
tried to explain my war without scaring Zoe; nor making her ashamed
of her father. Today we have some common experience. We have been
in Vietnam together. Still Zoe has avoided asking some questions
because she did not want to hurt me. Neither of us is satisfied with our
communication.
As a father, I worked first to feed and support my family, then
satisfy professional goals when I could. With a Masters in Public
Administration (MPA), my career has been mostly in and around
New York State government yet the war was always there. Intelligence
training taught me to speak up when I saw danger. Unfortunately that
was not always valued. I was laid oﬀ from the Oﬃce of Parks the day
Zoe was born. That job included environmental education. After the
accident at Three Mile Island, I ran a Festival for a Safe Environment
and GE protested. The Commissioner refused to silence me but senior
administrators later used civil service rules to get rid of me. I won an
appeal four years later but was put out of work when my family most
needed healthcare and my paycheck. I was ashamed my politics failed
my wife and unborn child. I faced embarrassment telling my father. But
he encouraged. “Eddie, I don’t worry about you. If it does not work out
in Saratoga you’ll go somewhere else and make it work”
Pop was right and I did not have to move. Bobby Muller, founder of
VVA, immediately hired me to organize vets and speak out. Lin and I
then developed one of the earlier PTSD programs to counsel Vietnam
Vets. I consulted on development of New York’s Vietnam Memorial
and arts gallery. Two years later Mario Cuomo brought me onto his
transition team and to the Division of Veterans Aﬀairs. I became a
professional veteran. I had hoped to focus on our environment but
Vietnam was too much a part of who I am and I needed a paycheck
My focus on work and “father as provider”, combined with war
related-stress brought pain into our marriage and my fathering; alcoholrelated behavior and a preference to deal with pain by analyzing its causes
and translating feelings into abstract thoughts. I read Angela’s Ashes with
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resistance in turmoil, as an ACOA (adult child of an alcoholic family). I
can watch violent movies as unrealistic cartoons, but have never been
able to finish Schindler’s List. It is too real, reminds me of what war does
to those who perpetrate crimes as much as the victims. Esther Cohen,
our editor, sent us to a Vietnam “war crimes” photography exhibit, which
I hated. Most people see the horror, the Vietnamese as victims and
photography as a powerful instrument for communication. I feel all of
this with additional pain for the Americans, who committed these acts. I
know they would be embarrassed if their kids recognized them. I wait for
my turn, thinking of Joseph Conrad’s Lord Jim; how one mistake shaped
my life and fear I’ll pay for it years later, in very diﬀerent circumstance. I
pray there are no photographs of me, though there are witnesses. I have
never returned to Pleiku and Dragon Mountain.
Vietnam made and cost me friendships, triggered arguments and I
began associating with those committed to peace. Along the way I collected
hate mail. My “favorite” was from The Committee of 100 Irish Americans
of Staten Island saying “Is your mother Jewish???” Another came from a
Jewish Assistant District Attorney to members of the American Legion,
challenging my patriotism and dismissing my combat service.
I want my children to respect and love our country. I chose the
Paulists because they believed in America; joined the army, served in
Intelligence and went to war believing my country had a right to ask
me to fight for democracy. I later stood against that war and others, for
peace because I believe in American ideals, despite our behavior. My
pain is trying to value and articulate these ideals to my children as they
witness invasions, atrocities, wiretaps, stolen elections, corporate scams,
businesses with greater loyalty to stock prices than their workers and
consumers. My anger is that their future is being stolen; their children
will be taxed to pay for my generation’s wars which make them less safe.
I hoped Vietnam would be our last colonial war. I sometimes feel like
a fool telling them how much I value the ideals of our nation, the first
amendment, progressive steps toward full democracy and that history
is on our side, despite our failures. I have my doubts but my optimism is
grounded in a quote from Martin Luther King, “Let us realize the arc of
the moral universe is long but it bends toward justice.”
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Our America
Doris Kearns Goodwin has
commented that good history
is written as a developing story,
where the outcome is not foretold
in advance of actions, events
and conclusions. The Vietnam
Generation did not exist until it
was named and that came after
the war became a prominent part
of American culture.
We all know where we were
on November 22, 1963, the day
President Kennedy was shot. So
too did 1968 define much of our
lives. We took risks, changed our
own lives and made a diﬀerence
when it mattered. Some of
us went to war, others to jail.
More made civil rights real, joined the Peace Corps, built the women’s
movement, fought homophobia, introduced ecology, created fair housing
programs and left our mark on society. We grew personally, making it
safer to reach out for mental health services. We admitted when we had
problems, developed advocacy, treatment and community support systems
for the developmentally disabled, rape victims, adult children of alcoholics,
veterans with post traumatic stress disorder, breast cancer, and we made
spirituality as important as religion.
When our leaders were killed we found new ones, some better and
some worse.
We did not always do well. Not everyone was prepared to support
radical transformation of our society. “They took all the trees, and put
em in a tree museum. And they charged the people a dollar and a half to
see them…They paved paradise, and put up a parking lot” (Joni Mitchell,
Big Yellow Taxi).
Some were hurt by the changes, more often shocked by the cultural
transformation as much as economic dislocation. In less than five years
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Jack and Bobby Kennedy were killed along with Malcolm X, Martin
Luther King and a host of less known heroes. We were young and when
our remaining leaders resisted what we believed to be the American
Dream we had nightmares. Bob Dylan summarized our attitude, “Don’t
stand in the doorway, don’t block up the hall, get out of the way if you
can’t lend a hand… the times they are a changing.”
There was no Vietnam Generation when I was growing up. The Cold
War dominated the 1950s and Jack Kennedy the early 60s. My older
siblings grew up with the Korean War, beatniks, Elvis Presley and the
birth of Rock and Roll, James Dean and Marilyn Monroe. Most High
School graduates went to work or into the military. College students
were formal. Sports coats and dresses were usual attire. Men and women
lived in separate dorms and had curfews. I was part of the Kennedy
generation. At 18, I was old enough to drink and get drafted but too
young to vote. More of us went to college. Our lives were less defined.
We studied for professions with one eye on the civil rights movement,
urban poverty, and colonial wars in Africa. Vietnam was a sideshow
next to Laos and less significant than the Congo.
The Kennedys brought Camelot to Washington, along with hope
and purpose to my peers
We only became the Vietnam generation after JFK was murdered,
inspired by his inaugural address and frustrated by our society’s failure
to live up to his words.
We believed his words, expected them to be true and committed
ourselves to the American Dream. I still believe they can and should be
true; not because Jack Kennedy said them but because they represent the
best of America. His words inspire and make us all feel safer. They oﬀer
a standard we can measure ourselves by, to bring into the world and feel
proud. We of the Vietnam generation would like to feel proud again. We
especially want our children to inherit a world safer than it is today.
My children were born in the 1980s, more inspired and committed
to social justice than those born in the middle of the war. Their music
and poetry, like our own, is harsh to an older generation, yet reflects
deep social concern, respect for the dignity of all human beings, and a
fearlessness about authority. They challenge us to do better, the way we
challenged the society that reared us. It is only natural that they say it
is not enough and we can do better. I am happy that ecology is part of
our common language. Our children take that for granted. They want
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more than rhetoric. They grew up studying the contradiction between
JFK’s words and American actions in Vietnam, President Gerald Ford
pardoning Richard Nixon, his guilty predecessor and then Ronald
Reagan’s crimes against working people, his partnership with an Iranian
government that took Americans hostage in order to sell illegal guns to
the contras. They live with George W. Bush, are aware of his lies, hostility
to a woman’s right to choose and failure to pursue real terrorists, so he
could invade Iraq.
The Vietnam Generation sees all of this like Yogi Berra said, “Déjà
vu all over again”. In 1954, France invited Vietnamese into a set battle
at Dien Bien Phu, and then lost their colony when the Viet Minh, more
resourceful than expected, brought artillery over the mountains. Bad
weather grounded French reinforcements and air support. Our children
may not know the specific lessons of this history. They may just know
you cannot trust leaders who lie, steal elections and are willing to hurt
Americans in order to gain greater power and make more money.
Together we know something is wrong. Television, radio, globalization
and the internet gives us all access to more information. We know more
about what the rest of the world thinks of us.
I see great potential in our young people. I work with men and women
who are between twenty and forty and hear from my children’s friends.
They bring a greater acceptance of my generation than many of us had for
those before us, insights and ability to communicate that challenges me
to both reassess and/or aﬃrm what I believe is true. They are also open
to having mentors, and asking questions. They give me hope.
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My America
Zoeann Murphy

For me, Café Lena in Saratoga Springs is what I love about
America.
As a teenager, it was my second home. Lena’s was a few blocks from
where I lived. It was a safe walk, even for a 14-year-old girl in the middle
of the night. Every Thursday, Friday, and Saturday I would walk through
the skinny swinging wooden doors up a creaking old staircase to the
cafe. At the top of those dusty stairs, small round tables sat surrounded
by shaky mismatched chairs waiting to be filled with a wild assortment
of locals and travelers. People would come from all over because they
had heard about legendary Lena’s, America’s oldest coﬀee shop, sung
about by Arlo Guthrie, Utah Philips, Bob Dylan, Don McLean, Odetta,
Ani Difranco and many others.
At Lena’s I learned a great deal. Old guys in jeans, flannel shirts and
bushy grey beards sang to us about freight train hopping and sleeping
under the stars. Poets from New York City would rant about Giuliani and
Clinton or croon about love. Young kids my age would hang out in the
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back while sketching, sewing patches, cutting stencils and whispering
about anarchy. Musicians sat in the green room tuning steel guitars and
fiddles or warming up on their harmonicas and banjos. I would bring
them all coﬀee and cookies and eventually I heard everyone’s story.
What they all sang about and talked about was America, both
beautiful and sad. One husband and wife performing in sweater vests
and red berets sang songs about Desert Storm. Another performer
had worked in Mexican Maquiladoras and left his family to come find
wealth in the United States. He sang about opportunity and racism.
There were puppet shows about local politics, poetry readings extolling
the majestic Adirondacks, and a million ballads about heartache. Pretty
much anyone could get up on stage. Most of the people who did had
something to say about America.
I am not yet sure what I have to say about America. It will probably
take me a while.
I know it is my home. Sometimes I love it. Sometime I hate it. I
often want to leave. But I do feel an inexplicable responsibility here. My
government’s policies often infuriate me. My father’s experience in the
war with Vietnam informed my relationship to politics by making me
very skeptical of bureaucracy. I do not trust our government and the
motives behind what happens. But I don’t yet know the solution.
What I believe in is people, in individuals and communities. I believe
in unending creativity. I believe in making art and cooking with friends;
in riding bikes and doing yoga; in the power of listening. I trust that
we have the potential to live in harmony with one another and with the
environment. I have faith in places like Café Lena that oﬀer a forum to
discuss America. I have been lucky enough to find people here who share
a similar worldview. Together, we are trying to create a better world.
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Passing the Baton
I have enjoyed the benefits life has
to oﬀer, health, education, creative and interesting work, some
degree of recognition, marriage,
children, house, travel, community, close family and friends. At
age 61 I think about my generation and the next. How will we
pass the baton?
The Vietnam Generation
was a loosely connected national
and international network of
creative activists. As a former
intelligence agent I used to laugh
at our government’s response
to the peace movement. Their
mental model saw opposing
organizations with structures
akin to military, corporate and
institutional leadership. Industrialization, scientific management theories
and two World Wars trained American leaders in corporate discipline
and to manage large systems. They looked for similar models among
opponents; anticipating organizations with similar leadership models. Our
parents’ generation was afraid of Russia and focused on the Communist
party, with an authoritarian structure taking direction from Moscow. In
the Sixties Robert McNamara applied his scientific management mentality
to the Pentagon. General Westmoreland gave him all the data he wanted to
analyze without concern for whether it was true or not. When the civil rights
movement merged with anti-war on April 4, 1967 in Martin Luther King’s
Declaration of Independence from the War in Vietnam address, J. Edgar
Hoover applied anti-Communist methods. “When the only tool you have
is a hammer, you see everything as a nail”. It worked before. What Johnson,
McNamara, Westmoreland and Hoover missed was that they were driving
while looking in their rear view mirror. The culture and organization of
our antiwar movement was more akin to Vietnam’s resistance to American
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occupation. We operated in a semi autonomous organizational structure.
A Vietnamese proverb states “The Emperor’s will ends at the village
gate.” Our large and bureaucratic military-industrial complex was prepared
to fight its counterpart, not a movement of resistance that accepted
supplies and support from outside but ran its own operations. Hanoi
resisted Russian and Chinese control and Southern Vietnamese resisted
Northern management. McNamara could only think in terms of data and
large systems. Hoover had built his organizational structure and culture on
command, discipline, and conformity. The peace movement was organized
on a more informal, cooperative rather than on command culture. When
I joined VVAW I was given buttons and bumper stickers and invited to do
the best I could. We were part of a movement rather than an organization,
hard to understand and more diﬃcult to fight.
I hold out at least one fantasy as I move into the final third of my life.
Born in mid 1945, I was one of the earliest baby boomers. My generation
is looking down the road toward retirement. Grown children, pensions
and economic security will give us back an independence and mobility
we had in our youth. As the Vietnam Generation comes up behind us,
we will have opportunities to reassemble, even invent a new movement.
We have criminals in charge of government again, corporations stealing
healthcare and pensions from working families, polluters in charge
of our environment, religious and cultural commissars attempting to
eliminate the New Deal;
It is time to blow the whistle and get everyone back into the pool.
Not as we were, but as we are, older, more experienced, with stronger
skills and expertise. We come from all regions and professions, have
credibility, personal support systems in place, know how to enjoy life
and still have an eﬀect on our society. Voting is obvious but we can and
must give more; help the generation behind us, mentoring new leaders,
serving on boards of directors, organizing community campaigns and
networking across the country. Our definition of patriotism needs to be
broadened and deepened. Our generation resisted American corporate
and military power and it got stronger. Perhaps we can apply some of the
principles of nonviolence, reaching out to the best in those we contend
with. We, on the left, might listen better, learn more about the best in our
country, why others are proud and share with them what our hopes are,
based on ideals not just complaints. As much as we may know the facts,
travel will help us revise stereotypes and gain respect for our neighbor’s
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way of thinking. We Northerners might get to know more about the
new South; city folks experience our open spaces, rivers and mountains,
farms, ranches and coal mining regions, prairies, industrial heartland;
Easterners might discover that the west is larger and more diverse than
California. Western neighbors will learn from us that New York State is
not just a city surrounded by suburbs, nor Massachusetts only a place
where liberals get elected to congress. We need more dialogue and
understanding of the complexity of our country if together we are to
sustain democracy and oﬀer a better society to our children. Too many
of us know more about the world than our own country.
The internet and cell phones with national plans let us stay in touch
with family and friends. We can become freelance national community
organizers and work for the environment, target campaigns for social
justice in specific states. AARP and Grey Panthers came before us. If
philosophy comes before revolution, let’s create a vision for a renewed
America and build a strategic partnership with the post Vietnam
generation. They must continue establishing themselves in careers, need
to focus much of their energy on marriages and relationships, raising
and educating children and paying mortgages. We will both gain from
this alliance. We have decades of health ahead of us, productive skills,
freedom and some degree of security. They will inherit what we leave
behind and therefore should have a significant voice in any movement
we want to build. We all need to be open to new technologies, forms
of organization, communication, emerging cultural activities and
reprioritizing the balance of issues to consider. The Vietnam generation
stimulated that conversation more than 30 years ago. Can we engage in
a similar one today, listening to the generation coming up behind us?
Can we create a dialogue in which we learn from each other and from
those we have disagreed with for years?
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Spirit
Vietnam lives in my soul. Many find God in war. Then they find the
priesthood, medicine, education, politics and/or public service. I began
in politics, went to a seminary and then went to war. Much of my life has
been in public service since I returned. Vietnam is never far away.
I write as an external meditation. My spiritual development takes
many forms in daily living, in work, in service, in family, in art and music.
I take this opportunity to speak of how Vietnam transformed my internal
references. I am challenged by a quote attributed to General Omar N.
Bradley, “We need to learn to set our course by the stars, not by the light
of every passing ship”. Which stars do I use to guide my life?
I went to Vietnam as an American, soldier, spy and Roman Catholic. I
returned more catholic and less Roman. I’ve more spirituality today than
religion. My perspective is broader, more personal, more inclusive and
less theoretical. Many of my generation consider themselves “recovering
Catholics”. I do not use the phrase yet share much of its history; a structured
and religious childhood, ritual, catechism, confession, mass, and prayer
before meals. Each night we’d gather to say the rosary. Bishop Sheen
reminded us “A family that prays together stays together”. We prayed, we
stayed and today our family is as close as ever.
Lin and I raised our children with similar rituals. Evening meals begin
with a candle in gratitude; we hold hands and celebrate something we
are grateful for every day. Sometimes we celebrate success, sometimes
just being together. Once in awhile we celebrate that a tough day is done.
We have also created a “sacred space”, where we did not hear the phone.
We use that room to meditate, celebrate, discuss our troubles, argue and
fight fair. We formed an altar, with many talismans: rune stones; stone
circles, Tibetan and Vietnamese Buddhist, Celtic and feminine images,
a prayer wheel, Bible, poetry, native American symbols, photos of Jesus,
Dorothy Day, Dalai Lama, Gandhi, shamans, gurus, social and political
activists, civil rights leaders and anyone who inspired us. We roam the
Catskill Mountains, hike the Adirondacks, swim at the Jersey shore and
find God in nature. My religion is the human community. My theology
is sustainable development, social justice and ecology. My spiritual texts
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are the Sermon on the Mount, Desiderata and Serenity Prayer. I believe
in the power and satisfaction of prayer; self-responsibility, personal
transformation and responsibility to our international community.
I shifted course on July 5, 1966. I packed my bags and left the Paulist
novitiate. My brother Tom asked if I was sure I wanted to leave, I answered
yes. He came to get me in his Mustang convertible. We drove the milelong exit to Paulist lands, through an invisible gate. The psychic imprint
of that moment sets a line of demarcation. Inside those woods I was
becoming a Roman Catholic priest with a clear role and responsibility
for a faith, theology, celibate life, practice and protocols. Tom brought
me into a new world. I stepped oﬀ a pedestal, into uncharted territory.
I left the organization I loved in order to discover my true vocation. I
was grateful for the Paulists’ generosity and inspiration. I was ready to
discover who Ed Murphy could become within normal society.
Vietnam waited for me. My first spiritual challenge came with surrender
of my divinity student deferment. It never entered my mind that one
might stay in a seminary to avoid the draft. I filed applications to colleges
that summer but learned it was too late. I was over 18, physically fit and
not a pacifist so I chose the military before it came for me. I resurrected
an old dream and tried to become a pilot. The Navy recruiter explained
two years of college wasn’t enough and sent me next door to the Army
who had helicopters. Intelligence seemed more interesting. My spirit
saw a responsibility to God and country. I integrated limited options,
responsibility and opportunity and enlisted. My next spiritual act took place
at Ft Hamilton in Brooklyn. I stepped forward, gave my word, took an oath
of allegiance and agreed to obey orders. At Ft Gordon, Georgia, in basic
training I learned to survive; diminished my respect for religious authority
and confronted a deeper spiritual challenge, my personal identity. Walking
toward a Protestant chapel one Sunday with a friend we were confronted
by a man dressed in a blue uniform. We did not recognize his rank, failed
to salute and were ordered do so. Safe inside church we recognized the
chaplain again and I immediately discounted his sermon. Then came
bayonet practice; dialogue as we stabbed our targets:
Drill Sergeant:
What is the spirit of the bayonet?
Trainees:
To Kill!
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Drill Sergeant:
What does that make you?
Trainees:
A Killer!
I learned to kill. My soul cried out no and I said yes! Two months in
Basic or three years of resistance, I chose the road most traveled by and
that made a diﬀerence. I left Basic in two months with a merit promotion,
then moved on to intelligence school. I left the army’s killing machine
behind, bought a bottle of whiskey, some cigarettes and took the overnight
train to Baltimore for spy school. I justified and forgave myself, started
to think again and forgot about killing. Duty was easier. Training was
smooth with fewer challenges to my soul. A few weeks before graduation,
I received orders to Atlanta for domestic security work after graduation.
This meant a civilian’s work schedule and allowance for food, clothing
and an apartment.
One of our last classes was on Vietnam. I’d neither learned how to lie
or how to keep my mouth shut. We were told why the US was in Vietnam
and heard the rationale for war. I advocated pulling out our troops and
sending in the Peace Corps. “You can’t build democracy with guns.” My
orders were changed to El Paso and Vietnamese language school. I was
too smart for my own good. It was eight months of easy duty but felt like
death row in the desert. My perspective on Vietnam was confirmed as
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I gathered further information and met more Vietnamese.
The question of participation in the war became personal and I sought
the advice of a close friend from seminary. Ed Guinan was ten years older,
served in the military, had been a stock broker; was more grounded and
experienced than most priests I might consult. On August 27, 1967, Ed wrote
to me “Regarding the morality of the situation in Vietnam and the morality
of being attached to a combat unit in that country, that must be a moral
decision by the individual. There are aspects of the conflict (e.g. the bombing
of the North) that are highly questionable from a moral standard. There
are two diﬀerent questions, which must be answered: Can one personally
assume any type of role in the Vietnam conflict? Can one assume a combat
role in the conflict? One might be able to justify United States involvement
and still not be able to justify his taking an active role in combat. One may
not be able to justify any personal involvement in the country. The decision
will be diﬃcult to make, and the reprisals will be heavy, but this will be
one of the larger decisions of your life – the immediate consequences will be
token compared to the life-long consequences. It ends up here: one must act
to the best of his ability in choosing between moral goods- he cannot merely
drift into situations without making some commitments or decisions; and he
cannot be coerced into an amoral, or immoral, situation by group pressure of
social mores. If you have diﬃculty making these decisions take time to drop
into the chaplain’s oﬃce-he shouldn’t be any stranger to you.”
I knew better than to consult any chaplains; they were all oﬃcers.
Ed gave me the framework I needed. I grappled with this issue for
eight months and made a decision. My disagreement with this war
was political. I was not a pacifist nor prepared for the consequences of
resistance. I took an oath; better to risk my body than my soul. I went to
Vietnam. I had two roommates at language school. One went ahead of
me to war. The other went to Canada.
I left theories about morality and spirituality in America. Vietnam
was practical. I did not believe God took sides. I was afraid and unsure
God stood with me. I did my job and hoped for the best. Most of us
knew the war a mistake. We helped one another survive.
Years later Peter Marin wrote an article for Psychology Today,
“Living in Moral Pain” and I gained a better understanding of what
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had happened to me. I grew up with a moral compass which guided
my behavior before going to war. Learning to kill challenged me but
it was still a game. When I was given a weapon in Vietnam there
were significant consequences and the rules were diﬀerent. We knew
“almost” only counted in horseshoes and hand grenades. If you pulled
the trigger you were not threatening someone, you wanted them dead,
because they wanted you dead. I was clear about this and was willing to
kill. Fortunately, I never had to. Mostly, I wore civilian clothes, traveled
alone and managed Vietnamese intelligence agents in Pleiku.
Spiritually and practically, my willingness to kill was theoretical
compared to my vulnerability to death. I was a sitting duck. Under rocket
attacks I had no control over my own safety. Riding mountain roads alone
on a scooter and walking through back alleys with my agents, I had only a
snub-nosed 38 and my instincts to protect me. I often hid the weapon.
My questions and insights put me at risk in other ways. As I did
in basic training, I sought ways to survive and get through, believing
there was a better day to come. I did send my earliest insights home
to my brother Tom and he saved my letter. It was published in Dear
America, Letters Home from the War and became part of an HBO movie.
“Vietnam is one of our mistakes, and our generation will unfortunately
be linked with this mistake unless we use the means available to rectify
this situation”. I survived Vietnam and that was everyone’s goal. Without
the letter, however, I might have doubted my own memory.
I came to understand many faiths first hand, Buddhism, Animism,
Hinduism, Militarism, Communism and Capitalism. I saw how economics,
armies, missionaries, doctors, priests, aid workers and intellectuals bring
more than what we intended and bring back more than we bargained
for. Today’s challenge is to keep conscious what we experienced and to
learn from what we have done. My spirit was challenged and expanded by
mountain people, Vietnamese families, the CIA and American military.
In retrospect I know I served with good men, mostly interested in going
home; Vietnamese and Montagnards who wanted a safe home. Americans
had a faith in ourselves and generally in our country. It was in returning
home where we began to lose hope.
There was a leper colony in our area. I thought of an earlier hero,
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Father Damien of Molokai who served 19th Century lepers isolated on
that Hawaiian island. Damien came to serve and contracted the disease.
Each day we took malaria pills, some originally developed to combat
leprosy. I imagined myself like Damien and wondered what I might
contract. Years later I began to understand that being a Vietnam veteran,
then a leader within VVAW made me a leper for many who did not
serve. Bush and Cheney, AWOL during our war, promoted themselves
by treating many like lepers: John Mc Cain; triple amputee Senator Max
Cleland and John Kerry.
Vietnamese and Montagnards shared their indomitable spirit and
helped me find mine. Uon was a Montagnard leader and teacher before
the war. Wounded, he became my professor from a hospital bed, asking
Socratic questions. “Why are you in Vietnam?” “How do the principles of
the American constitution and democracy coexist with military support for
the Vietnamese, who suppress my people?” Diep, a beautiful Vietnamese
woman from Saigon, worked at our mountain base camp, mingled with
combat hardened soldiers, far from their homes and girl friends and carried
her dignity high. We became friends. I met my first Buddhists in Vietnam. I
learned of their nonviolence, the depth of their faith, service and willingness
to sacrifice to end the war. They took no side. One monk gave me a poster
of another, burning himself in Saigon. I still have it.
These people are important to me. They embodied a spirit of
integrity and hope, in spite of their losses. I often wonder where they
are today. Memory of them strengthens my spirit and inspires me to
work for peace.
I had to get home first. Back at Cam Ranh Bay waiting for my
“freedom bird” out of the war my Catholic instincts kicked in. I wasn’t
ready for confession but baptism seemed appropriate. I swam into the
South China Sea, removed my shorts and floated onto shore.
Beached, my naked body baked in the sun as waves washed my
sins away. My penance was a full body sunburn. I left some pain in
Vietnamese waters and carried the rest onto my plane home.
My first experiences in America were disorienting. We landed in
Seattle in the middle of the night. It felt like we’d snuck in. By dawn I was
clean and shaven; in a new uniform, with overseas bars, medals, and 4th
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Infantry insignia on my right shoulder; I was a combat veteran in a taxi
to the airport. Commuter traﬃc and school busses oﬀered a message.
America was doing business as usual. There was to be no welcome home.
I was invisible and responsible to make my own adjustment. I left my
cigarettes on the flight to New York City. I marked my world as changed
when I chose to breathe free. Pop met me at JFK and we shared a beer. I
was home alive, we were together and that was all that mattered.
But I wasn’t free. I spent the next eight months in Washington DC
with the 116th Military Intelligence Detachment, where my life came into
focus. My war was over but a new one had one started. Vietnam was in
America and I was in the middle. I signed into the 116th and found my
pre-war assignment; background investigations, civilian clothes and an
apartment allowance. I became like any other American, commuting to
work, nights and weekends oﬀ, but with an invisible leash around my
neck. The military had my body but not my spirit. They told me how far I
could travel without permission, but I thought and said anything I wanted.
I passed out of survival mode and was no longer afraid of what they might
do. I had combat credentials and developed a veteran’s attitude. What
could they do, send me to Vietnam? I had been there once and did not
have enough time left for a second tour. I put my head down and did
my job, found my own fun and didn’t care what anyone thought. Then I
looked up and my world changed. Another level of education began.
The Paulists hosted a Vietnam teach-in on Moratorium Day,
Wednesday, October 15, 1969. I had earned an extra day oﬀ and joined
them. Eileen Egan from Catholic Relief Services presented peace and
nonviolence while a Lt Colonel spoke for war. Gandhi became more than
a dead Indian hero, nonviolence more than a philosophy and I found a
path to peace. I joined 50,000 others at the Washington Monument.
We stood in hope, along with every intelligence agent I knew. I was
surprised. As dusk fell we marched toward the President. Three by three
we carried candles, sang and deposited our lights on the White House
fence. 50,000 lights showed me all was not lost. It was the most spiritual
moment of my life. I found my community.
I also found a woman. Joan walked with us and spoke of her time in
Vietnam. I said I was there too. She asked where, what I did and I lied.
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I was embarrassed that so many of my colleagues were in the crowd?
I later told Joan the truth. She became my partner and I felt safe for
the first time in years. Day work was easy. Nighttime was for peace,
politics and Joan. She helped me enjoy life. Our relationship gave me
new strength and direction. I rediscovered my soul; learned to talk and
feel. I lived with Joan, shared the pain of war, listening to Joan Baez
sing Bob Dylan. We made a commitment to peace and each other. I
wasn’t isolated anymore. I saw Joan’s courage and commitment. I was
inspired; Peace Corps in Columbia, Red Cross in Vietnam and then Girl
Scouts in Appalachia. Her pain and disillusionment working amidst
American poverty was real. Her continuing hope and service helped
me find direction. With my old friend Ed on one side and Joan on the
other, I renewed my spirit. I needed their male and female energy,
religion and relationship. I found my voice. The challenge now was how
to use it. I was still anonymous, safe as one more demonstrator. My
spirit challenged me to take public responsibility for my beliefs. I had
left Vietnamese and American friends behind in Vietnam. I had more
survivor gratitude than guilt and felt I should be their voice.
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My first chance came in an exit interview, an opportunity to change
my mind and re-enlist, claim thousands of dollars in bonus. I knew one
agent who bought a Corvette with his. The Major asked what my plans
were. I pointed to the wall outside his oﬃce. There were nine slots and
eight photos agents were expected to recognize. Tom Hayden, Abbie
Hoﬀman, Dr. Ben Spock and more. I told him I wanted number nine. I
doubt my photo got posted but by the next time I came to Washington
a new file had been opened. There was no welcome back. I was turned
away at the front door.
I enlisted the day after discharge, meeting with Sam Brown from the
Moratorium. Joan stayed in Washington and then returned to international
work. I returned home to New York. Kevin Kelly, a founder of Vietnam
Veterans Against the War (VVAW) gave me buttons and bumper stickers.
I joined the Staten Island Peace Coalition, was given a front row seat and
enrolled at Richmond College (CUNY). A former intelligence agent, fluent
in Vietnamese, who spoke against the war got media attention. Family,
the college, peace coalition, Catholic Inter-Racial Council and Reform
Democrats became my community. My circle was complete. Three years
before I’d left the Paulists and joined the army. In 1970, I came home with a
mission; to end the war, to save the lives of Americans and Vietnamese.
I made my first speech at Richmond College, at a faculty meeting
discussing obscenity. The student newspaper published a crude article
about Jesus and the conservative Staten Island community was incensed.
I stood for freedom of the press. I was not upset by crude words. I
redefined obscenity as dropping bombs and napalm on civilians and
war plans as pornography.
A few months later I took my biggest stand, with Mike Uhl at the
Overseas Press Club in Manhattan and Bob Stemme in L.A.. We stood
as former intelligence agents who had operated within the CIA’s Phoenix
Program. We exposed what had become an assassination and bounty
hunting program. We made international news. I wondered if I would
be killed for this, but my soul had cried out “stop the killing.”
It has been forty years since my brother escorted me from the
Paulists, in Oak Ridge, New Jersey. I’d found my soul in those woods
and a spirituality that transcended religion. Vietnam and Ed Guinan
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brought me back to Oak Ridge in 1972. Father Guinan set up a peace
camp that summer. Dorothy Day and the Catholic Worker came, as
did the War Resisters League (WRL). I was on the board of WRL with
resisters who were jailed for their beliefs. I sat at Dorothy’s feet and
was inspired by her words and example. We held workshops related
to war and peace, Third World understanding, race and minorities,
contemplation and resistance, community and social change and finally
connection, rebuilding and celebration. The novitiate was renamed Oak
Ridge II. Oak Ridge, Tennessee fathered the Atom Bomb. My spirituality
was diﬀerent this time, broader, deeper and sexual. I came back with a
woman. Linda Geary and I were at Richmond College together and had
been arrested at the White House, blocking the gate.
Our decision to marry was made at Oak Ridge in late June. We
chose the last day of peace camp, Hiroshima Day, August 6, 1972. Our
wedding was on my twenty-seventh birthday and that of the Atom
Bomb. Ed Guinan articulated the congruence of events:
“In a place named Oak Ridge, men and women gathered together
to develop a special and infamous type of fire –a fire that turned poetry
and song into eulogies and anguished cries- a fire of death that flowed
through the community of Hiroshima on this day 27 years ago today.
This day we gather in Oak Ridge to enkindle the fire of the human
spirit-the fire of struggle and truth and love –the fire that unites and
creates and brightens- the fire of life – that is greater than death. We
choose life. We choose truth. We choose love.
We stand in community to celebrate this commitment with two
who have dared to struggle- who have dared to unite, who have dared
to love and to Ed and Linda we say yes. We say peace. We say thank you
for your love.”
Barefoot, we made our promises before God and community where
six years earlier my classmates made theirs, becoming Paulists. I made
one of the deepest commitments of my life that day. The bare earth,
lake, family and peace community stood witness. Had I made promises
with my class it would have been idealistic, untested and somewhat
theoretical. My spirituality was now grounded by experience in the
dark side of humanity, yet inspired by the beauty of a woman, hope, the
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alignment of two souls in partnership with a community committed to
transformative social change.
We were married in a sacred space. I came to Oak Ridge in 1965
committed to a celibate spirituality. The Paulist community, library, chapel,
rooms, land, lake, and paths held the spiritual energy of generations of
men. The novitiate nurtured and developed me for which I am grateful but
I left in 1966 knowing that was not enough. I returned in 1972, wounded
by war, renewed my spirit within a co-ed, ecumenical community and
then left Oak Ridge with a deeper sense of practical spirituality, greater
confidence and a woman who helped me to heal and grow.
Practical spirituality is more than prayer, intuition and inspiration.
The Worker Priests movement still held sway for me; Dorothy Day,
Martin Luther King, Malcolm X, the Berrigan Brothers, and Clergy and
Laity Concerned, and Ed Guinan’s Community for Creative Nonviolence
showed me a way. I believe Jesus promoted a social gospel along with
personal responsibility for our own souls.
My spirituality is based in knowledge as well as prayer and intuition.
The GI Bill paid for my education, giving me tools, a BA in American
Studies helped me understand my country and how we got into Vietnam.
Two years of graduate work in the history of social change and revolution
made me appreciate how real change happens and what sustains it.
Later I studied management, focusing on elections and the power to
govern. I decided to gain the authority to implement my ideas. In 1972,
I was elected a delegate to the Democratic presidential convention. In
1973, I ran for Borough President. In 1974 Lin and I began to balance
the personal and political. We drove across Canada, down the coast to
San Diego, where Lin began her graduate work in Psychology. I became
executive director of a community-based social service agency. I said I
wanted to implement and learned executive management. We helped
the United Farm Workers, got involved in many community struggles
but mostly recovered from the intensity of the war. The ocean, mountains
and desert helped us discover how much we love nature; that our spirits
need open space and a wide horizon. When it came time to return east,
we moved upstate to Saratoga Springs.
I thought my war was over but Vietnam found me working in a
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state park. Japanese television came to interview me about the Phoenix
Program. Then Iran took hostages. Daily concern for the hostages
brought up America’s failure to help Vietnam Veterans, giving birth to a
new organization Vietnam Veterans of America (VVA). I was back in the
game building a new service organization. There was more to do and
leaders from VVAW came out of the woodwork. We had established
advocacy and Rap groups when the VFW and American Legion had
rejected us years earlier. Now our experience organizing made us leaders
of a broader based movement. In 1981, I completed a Masters in Public
Administration. My job with state parks disappeared, Zoeann was born
and I was oﬀered full time work organizing VVA.
Like most vets, I never intended for my children to be caught up in
the war but I just wasn’t done with the war or country. I combined my
desire to serve, personal interest and healing, with a need for work and
became a professional veteran. After Zoe was born, my first consulting
contract was with VVA; a second with the VA to establish Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder (PTSD) programs and then I worked with New York State
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to establish its Vietnam Memorial and Fine Arts Gallery. I came back
into government 1983. When Mario Cuomo was elected governor I was
appointed to the Division of Veterans Aﬀairs. Four years later I moved to
Civil Service, then to the Department of Economic Development.
By then I had a greater interest in reconciliation with Vietnam.
In 1991, I returned to Vietnam for the first time to review investment
projects. I made a Buddhist pilgrimage, continuing my personal healing,
and accepting that Vietnam is in my soul, I left government again to
work for reconciliation between our countries. Vietnam became an even
bigger part of family life. For ten years I flew back and forth, sometimes
doing business, sometimes consulting and sometimes doing research or
providing humanitarian aid.
In 2001 Zoe came with me to Laos and Vietnam. By then I was
Executive Director of the Workforce Development Institute (WDI),
working with the NYS AFL-CIO. I was invited by the City University
of New York to help renew some relationships. I invited Lin to come
but she thought it best to stay home with our son who had just turned
15. We discussed Zoe, who was completing a degree in photography. I
knew we would have limited time together in the future and wanted to
spend a month with her. I remembered and treasured traveling with my
father through Britain and Ireland in 1970. I got to know my father in a
new way. No member of my family had experienced the beauty, colors,
smells, textures and cultures of the Vietnam I loved. The timing was
right and I was grateful Zoe was interested and willing.
We were going to a country not a war. After the usual introductory
shocks, money, clothes, language and food, Zoe resumed her
independent manner and took in the experience on her own terms.
From Hanoi, we flew to Vientiane Laos, for an NGO conference and
back. Several of us who fought and/or worked in Indochina during the
war brought daughters. We renamed it “The Daughters Conference.”
Zoe met my friends and made her own. We shared the pilgrimage I had
made earlier, exploring the country and visiting with Buddhists. This
book, and the show that preceded it, helped me sustain and share the
wonder of transforming the experience of war through reconciliation
and service.
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Spirituality
Zoeann Murphy
One of the ironies of the
Vietnam War for me was
how my father brought back
some of the spiritual culture
he saw and experienced, and
eventually studied, straight
into our lives. Buddhism, and
Buddhist art were part of our
childhood. What he learned,
and what we did too, because of
his experience there, was very
diﬀerent from what he knew
before he went to Vietnam,
very diﬀerent from the culture
of his own early life on Staten
Island, Catholic, working-class,
Irish-American. My father
connected his experience to
us, and made it so much a part
of all our lives.
My parents hung some wild art on our walls. In one hallway there was
a Tibetan painting depicting a red monster draped in skeleton necklaces
and holding a giant globe. Inside the globe were tiny green Buddhas
playing sitars, fire breathing dragons, and naked people with big bellies
dancing. I was drawn to the complicated details of the Tibetan artwork
we had in the house. I wondered why some of the characters were so
calm and others distraught. I wondered where these images came from.
The Thangkas on our walls were Tibetan but for my father they were
very much related to his time in Southeast Asia. He was introduced to
Buddhism in Vietnam and like many other aspects of Southeast Asian culture
he found it incredibly appealing. As I grew up Buddhism was all around
the house. There were statues of a smiling Siddhartha, photographs of the
Dalai Lama and Thich Nhat Hanh, and various Tibetan Mandalas. These
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images as well as the rest of the eclectic collection of radical icons and foreign
folk-art fueled my curiosity and informed my understanding of the world.
Buddhism has become the framework for my spirituality. The role of
Buddhist art is to spark the imagination and help us visualize a better world.
It oﬀers a reality in which people choose self-acceptance, compassion for
others, and happiness on earth. It is a reality that contrasts sharply with the
one oﬀered by the billboards and magazine ads that bombard Americans
daily. The process of visualizing the world one hopes to create applies to my
political engagement as well, a world totally liberated from oppression.
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Historical Overview
Located in eastern Indochina on the South China Sea, Vietnam emerged during the
Bronze Age as a small principality based on rice culture and local commerce. The ancient
Viet people developed a thriving civilization before the formation of the Chinese empire.
Eventually, Vietnam was conquered and then ruled by China for over one thousand years.
However, this long occupation never extinguished the Viet people’s distinct culture and
vibrant traditions, and finally in the mid-tenth century, they drove out the Chinese and
soon became a major force in Southeast Asia. France’s colonial rule in Indochina from
1884 to 1954 brought another cultural influence to Vietnam. Today, over 82 million people
representing over 50 ethnic groups, live in a country slightly larger than New Mexico,
bordered by China, Cambodia and Laos. Hanoi is Vietnam’s capital and Ho Chi Minh City
(formerly Saigon) is its largest city.
Au Lac Kingdom
10 Century–2 Century BCE
Bronze Age Civilization around the Red River Delta.
Chinese Occupation
111 BCE–939 CE
Chinese occupation of northern provinces of present-day Vietnam.
Trung Sisters Rebellion
40–43 CE
Trung Trac and Trung Nhi are heroines of the first Vietnamese independence movement.
They led a brief rebellion against the overlords of the Chinese Han Dynasty.
Introduction of Buddhism
2 Century CE
Introduction of Buddhism from China.
Champa Kingdom
2 Century–17 Century CE
Champa Kingdom, a Hindu culture, flourishes in central Vietnam.
Ly Dynasty
1009–1407
Consolidation of Vietnamese independence and a golden age of Vietnamese culture.
Temple of Literature
1070
Vietnam’s first university is established and dedicated to Confucius.
Le Dynasty
1427–1789
Southward expansion, agrarian reforms, Buddhist revival, and great literary accomplishments.
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Trading Colonies
15–17 Century
Portuguese, Chinese, Japanese, and Dutch create trading colonies near Da Nang in central
Vietnam. Franciscan and Jesuit missionaries arrive.
France Occupies Saigon
1859
France occupies Saigon. Establishes the first colonial government.
Peace Conference at Versailles
1919
Ho Chi Minh petitions members of the Peace Conference at Versailles for the emancipation
of Vietnam.
Japanese Occupy Northern Vietnam
1940
Japanese occupy northern Vietnam with French approval.
Independence and Cooperation with Japan
1945
Vietnam Emperor Bao Dai proclaims independence and cooperation with Japan. Ho Chi
Minh and the Viet Minh forces establish an independent republic in Hanoi. The French
reoccupy southern Vietnam and push the Viet Minh into the north.
First Indochinese War
1945–1954
French surrender at Dien Bien Phu. Geneva peace negotiations divide Vietnam at the
17th parallel. Ho Chi Minh becomes president of North Vietnam and Ngo Dinh Diem
becomes premier of South Vietnam.
Vietnam War Escalates
1950–1975
United States begins to send economic and military aid to Indochina, which escalates into
Vietnam War (1961-1975). Majority of U.S. troops leave in 1973, ending direct military role.
South Vietnam surrenders in 1975
1975
U.S. troops help evacuate approximately 130,000 South Vietnamese.
Socialist Republic of Vietnam
1976
Vietnam formally proclaims its unification as the Socialist Republic of Vietnam.
United States Ends Its Embargo
1994
The United States ends its embargo with Vietnam and resumes full diplomatic relations.
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President John F. Kennedy’s Inaugural Speech
Vice President Johnson, Mr. Speaker, Mr. Chief Justice, President
Eisenhower, Vice President Nixon, President Truman, reverend clergy,
fellow citizens, we observe today not a victory of party, but a celebration
of freedom—symbolizing an end, as well as a beginning—signifying
renewal, as well as change. For I have sworn before you and Almighty
God the same solemn oath our forebears prescribed nearly a century
and three quarters ago.
The world is very diﬀerent now. For man holds in his mortal hands
the power to abolish all forms of human poverty and all forms of human
life. And yet the same revolutionary beliefs for which our forebears fought
are still at issue around the globe—the belief that the rights of man come
not from the generosity of the state, but from the hand of God.
We dare not forget today that we are the heirs of that first revolution.
Let the word go forth from this time and place, to friend and foe alike,
that the torch has been passed to a new generation of Americans, born
in this century, tempered by war, disciplined by a hard and bitter peace,
proud of our ancient heritage and unwilling to witness or permit the
slow undoing of those human rights to which this Nation has always
been committed, and to which we are committed today at home and
around the world.
Let every nation know, whether it wishes us well or ill, that we shall
pay any price, bear any burden, meet any hardship, support any friend,
oppose any foe, to assure the survival and the success of liberty.
This much we pledge and more.
To those old allies whose cultural and spiritual origins we share, we
pledge the loyalty of faithful friends. United, there is little we cannot do
in a host of cooperative ventures. Divided, there is little we can do -- for
we dare not meet a powerful challenge at odds and split asunder.
To those new States whom we welcome to the ranks of the free, we
pledge our word that one form of colonial control shall not have passed
away merely to be replaced by a far more iron tyranny. We shall not
always expect to find them supporting our view. But we shall always
hope to find them strongly supporting their own freedom -- and to
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remember that, in the past, those who foolishly sought power by riding
the back of the tiger ended up inside.
To those peoples in the huts and villages across the globe struggling
to break the bonds of mass misery, we pledge our best eﬀorts to help
them help themselves, for whatever period is required, not because
the Communists may be doing it, not because we seek their votes, but
because it is right. If a free society cannot help the many who are poor,
it cannot save the few who are rich.
To our sister republics south of our border, we oﬀer a special
pledge—to convert our good words into good deeds in a new alliance
for progress—to assist free men and free governments in casting oﬀ
the chains of poverty. But this peaceful revolution of hope cannot
become the prey of hostile powers. Let all our neighbors know that we
shall join with them to oppose aggression or subversion anywhere in
the Americas. And let every other power know that this Hemisphere
intends to remain the master of its own house.
To that world assembly of sovereign states, the United Nations, our
last best hope in an age where the instruments of war have far outpaced
the instruments of peace, we renew our pledge of support—to prevent it
from becoming merely a forum for invective—to strengthen its shield of
the new and the weak and to enlarge the area in which its writ may run.
Finally, to those nations who would make themselves our adversary,
we oﬀer not a pledge but a request—that both sides begin anew the
quest for peace, before the dark powers of destruction unleashed by
science engulf all humanity in planned or accidental self-destruction.
We dare not tempt them with weakness. For only when our arms
are suﬃcient beyond doubt can we be certain beyond doubt that they
will never be employed.
But neither can two great and powerful groups of nations take
comfort from our present course—both sides overburdened by the cost
of modern weapons, both rightly alarmed by the steady spread of the
deadly atom, yet both racing to alter that uncertain balance of terror
that stays the hand of mankind’s final war.
So let us begin anew, remembering on both sides that civility is not
a sign of weakness, and sincerity is always subject to proof. Let us never
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negotiate out of fear. But let us never fear to negotiate.
Let both sides explore what problems unite us instead of belaboring
those problems which divide us.
Let both sides, for the first time, formulate serious and precise
proposals for the inspection and control of arms and bring the absolute
power to destroy other nations under the absolute control of all nations.
Let both sides seek to invoke the wonders of science instead of its
terrors. Together let us explore the stars, conquer the deserts, eradicate
disease, tap the ocean depths, and encourage the arts and commerce.
Let both sides unite to heed in all corners of the earth the command
of Isaiah—to “undo the heavy burdens...and let the oppressed go free.”
And if a beachhead of cooperation may push back the jungle of
suspicion, let both sides join in creating a new endeavor, not a new
balance of power, but a new world of law, where the strong are just and
the weak secure and the peace preserved.
All this will not be finished in the first 100 days. Nor will it be
finished in the first 1,000 days, nor in the life of this administration, nor
even perhaps in our lifetime on this planet. But let us begin.
In your hands, my fellow citizens, more than mine, will rest the final
success or failure of our course. Since this country was founded, each
generation of Americans has been summoned to give testimony to its
national loyalty. The graves of young Americans who answered the call
to service surround the globe.
Now the trumpet summons us again—not as a call to bear arms,
though arms we need—not as a call to battle, though embattled we
are—but a call to bear the burden of a long twilight struggle, year in and
year out, “rejoicing in hope, patient in tribulation”—a struggle against
the common enemies of man: tyranny, poverty, disease, and war itself.
Can we forge against these enemies a grand and global alliance,
North and South, East and West, that can assure a more fruitful life for
all mankind? Will you join in that historic eﬀort?
In the long history of the world, only a few generations have been
granted the role of defending freedom in its hour of maximum danger.
I do not shrink from this responsibility—I welcome it. I do not believe
that any of us would exchange places with any other people or any other
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generation. The energy, the faith, the devotion which we bring to this
endeavor will light our country and all who serve it—and the glow from
that fire can truly light the world.
And so, my fellow Americans: ask not what your country can do for
you—ask what you can do for your country.
My fellow citizens of the world: ask not what America will do for
you, but what together we can do for the freedom of man.
Finally, whether you are citizens of America or citizens of the world,
ask of us here the same high standards of strength and sacrifice which we
ask of you. With a good conscience our only sure reward, with history
the final judge of our deeds, let us go forth to lead the land we love,
asking His blessing and His help, but knowing that here on earth God’s
work must truly be our own.
John F. Kennedy - January 20, 1961
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Desiderata
Go placidly amid the noise and haste,
and remember what peace there may be in silence.
As far as possible without surrender
be on good terms with all persons.
Speak your truth quietly and clearly;
and listen to others,
even the dull and the ignorant;
they too have their story.
Avoid loud and aggressive persons,
they are vexations to the spirit.
If you compare yourself with others,
you may become vain and bitter;
for always there will be greater and lesser persons than yourself.
Enjoy your achievements as well as your plans.
Keep interested in your own career, however humble;
it is a real possession in the changing fortunes of time.
Exercise caution in your business aﬀairs;
for the world is full of trickery.
But let this not blind you to what virtue there is;
many persons strive for high ideals;
and everywhere life is full of heroism.
Be yourself.
Especially, do not feign aﬀection.
Neither be cynical about love;
for in the face of all aridity and disenchantment
it is as perennial as the grass.
Take kindly the counsel of the years,
gracefully surrendering the things of youth.
Nurture strength of spirit to shield you in sudden misfortune.
But do not distress yourself with dark imaginings.
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Many fears are born of fatigue and loneliness.
Beyond a wholesome discipline,
be gentle with yourself.
You are a child of the universe,
no less than the trees and the stars;
you have a right to be here.
And whether or not it is clear to you,
no doubt the universe is unfolding as it should.
Therefore be at peace with God,
whatever you conceive Him to be,
and whatever your labors and aspirations,
in the noisy confusion of life keep peace with your soul.
With all its sham, drudgery, and broken dreams,
it is still a beautiful world.
Be cheerful.
Strive to be happy.

Ed first read this poem during a visit to Old St Paul’s Church in
Baltimore while attending the Paulist seminary
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The Road Not Taken
Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood
And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;
Then took the other, as just as fair,
And having perhaps the better claim,
Because it was grassy and wanted wear;
Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the same,
And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first for another day!
Yet knowing how way leads on to way,
I doubted if I should ever come back.
I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the diﬀerence.
—Robert Frost
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